Taymor has been designing and manufacturing door and bath hardware of exceptional design, quality and value as a family-owned company since 1948.
Design is fundamental to delivering exceptional quality and value.

VEGA MORTISE LEVER
Matte Black
Taymor has collaborated with some of North America’s most accomplished interior designers.
1948 LEVER
Square Rose, Matte Black
Shape that invites touch.
Function that communicates quality
with a soft precise click.

SLIP STREAM LEVER
Round Rose, Matte Black
Each product we create starts with unique inspiration and follows the same creative process, advancing from idea to reality. It’s a process that we trust and celebrate.
CATANA LEVER
Round Rose, Polished Chrome
BERGEN LEVER
Round Rose, Polished Chrome
Creativity Brings the Past to the Present

The commemorative 1948 collection pays homage to the year of Taymor’s founding as well as the clean lines and geometric forms utilized in timber framing. Drawing inspiration from post-and-beam construction, these design features are embodied in the squared, stacked horizontal bars and connecting posts of the bath accessories, as well as the simple style and collarless rose of the levers.
Flow is Fundamental to Feeling

Soft angles and gliding contours create a graceful flow in Slip Stream, our curated line of exclusive door and bath hardware.

SLIP STREAM COLLECTION
Polished Chrome
We draw from our experience to create a unique offering for designers and builders of multi-family homes.

Our collections of residential locks and bath hardware are coordinated in style and finish, enabling design flow throughout your project's interior.
1948 COLLECTION
Matte Black
ALLUSION
Hand Towel Bar, Matte Black
BITTER SUITE
Double Towel Ring, Polished Chrome
CREATING LASTING VALUE

When form and function fuse and flow together in your bath hardware.

ELECTRA
Vertical Paper Holder, Polished Chrome
Design is only the beginning.

We serve as consultants to your project team, providing an end-to-end customer experience that delivers lasting value.
SPELLBOUND
Robe Hook, Polished Chrome
Elegance with ease becomes an everyday experience.
We listen to our customers to develop products that deliver superior design, quality, and value.
ASTRAL
Towel Bar, Satin Nickel